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Lesson Plan 
The teacher will review the key vocabulary in the lesson with the class by introducing each item 
and first practicing pronunciation (without showing the students how the word is written).  This 
requires patience and repetition.  Remember, students need to repeat saying the word out loud 
many times before they learn it. Then, the teacher will put all of the items in a bag and have 
each student draw something from the bag and say what it is to the class.  After they draw an 
item, they will put it on the table.  Then, I will put the students in groups and they must put the 
items for the bag # they draw into the bags.  Next, I will review the verbs with them with the 
verb chart.  I put the translation of the verb in Spanish for them.  The students will write the 
third person conjugation into the verb chart.  It is important to review how to pronounce verbs 
like “Search” with the “ch” sound and “lose” with a  “z” sound.    
 
Students work in small groups to pull out items from the bag. First, they match the word with 
the object.  Then, they work to tell a story about how a person lost one of the objects.  The 
story has to end with the object being found.  The more advanced levels should elect a scribe 
and write the story down and then share it with the class.  
 
 
Reading activity with vocabulary follows for more advanced students. 
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Everyday objects 
Bag #1  
 

Verbs  
 

Bag #2 
 

Verbs  
 

An umbrella 
Keys  
Glasses  
A watch 

To lose  
To open 
To put on  
To find  

A book  
A pen  
A mobile phone 
An ID card  

To lose 
To write  
To search 
To find  

Bag #3  Verbs  Bag #4 Verbs  
A driver’s license  
A magazine  
A jacket  
A highlighter  
 

To lose  
To read  
To put on  
To find  

A credit card 
A photo  
Perfume  
A good luck charm  

To lose  
To put on 
To use 
To find  

 
VERBS 
 

Verb  Present tense  Past tense  
To lose  
 
“perder”  

I lose                   we lose 
You lose              you lose  
S/he/it_______    they lose 

Lost  

To open 
 
“abrir” 

I open                   we open 
You open              you open  
S/he/it _____       they open 

Opened 
 

To put on  
 
“vestirse/llevar”  

I put on                we put on  
You put on          you put on  
S/he/it ______     they put on 

Put on  

To find  
 
“encontrar” 

I find                       we find  
You find                 you find  
S/he/it ______      they find 

Found  

To read  
 
“leer” 

I read                 we read  
You read            you read  
S/he/it ______ they read 

Read (pay attention to 
pronunciation! It sounds like 
the color, red)  

To write 
 
“escribir” 

I write               we write  
You write          you write  
S/he/it _______ they write 

Wrote  

To search  
 
“buscar” 

I search                 we search 
You search            you search 
S/he/it ________ they search 

Searched  

To use  
 
“usar” 

I use                  we use  
You use             you use  
S/he/it ______ they use 

Used  
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The Time I Lost My Car Keys: 
 
When I ________ 16 and a High School student in Iowa City, Iowa I ______ a used 
1990, white Toyota Tercel from my parents.  Most people’s parents would give 
them the car as a gift, but my parents _______ to teach me how to be responsible 
with my money.  I ______ the car “white wolf” and was so proud of my car. It 
______ me 4 years to pay it off with money I earned working at the movie 
theatre.  In Iowa in the winter time, it snows a lot.  It _____ a cold winter day and 
I was going to drive to school in the evening for volleyball practice.  I _____ my 
bag in the car and ________ the car and turned the heat on so that it would warm 
up for 15 minutes before getting inside the car.  Well, I accidentally locked the 
doors of the car while the engine was running.  I couldn’t believe it! I _______ my 
Dad at work and told him I had locked my keys in the car while the engine was 
running.  He _____ home and opened the car with the extra key that he had.  The 
car nearly ran out of gas! I think my Dad wanted to kill me! After that bad 
experience, I never locked my keys in my car again!  
 

1) CONJUGATE THE VERBS IN THE PAST TENSE  
To be  2) To buy  3) To want  4) To name  5) To take 6) To be  7)   To put        
8) to start  9) To call  10) To drive 
 

Vocabulary:  
Used=not new. You can buy used cars and used clothing, for example. 
Wolf=a wild dog that lives in the mountains and howls. 
To pay something off=to buy something over a period of time by making 
payments on it. For example, you can pay off a car loan by paying 200 Euros per 
month for 5 years.  
To earn= Money you make at a job. 
Snow= White powder that falls from the sky in cold areas of the world. 
Heat= This is what we turn on in a house or a car in the winter time to make it 
warm inside. 
Accidentally= by mistake  
To lock= To close a door with a key  
The engine was running= The engine was working and turned on 
To run out of= To not have anymore  
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Keys 

 
Glasses 

An umbrella 
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A pen 

 
A book 

A watch  
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An ID card 

 

A notebook 
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A driver’s 
license 

 
A magazine 

 
A jacket  
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A highlighter  

A credit card 

     A photo  
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Perfume  
 

A good luck 
charm 

 
 

To lose To lose  
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To lose  To lose  
To find  

To find  To find  
To open 

To read 
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To write 

To find 

To search  

To use  
To put on 
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To put on 

To put on 
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Sandy : A lovely young lady from New York City.  

Sandy is a lawyer in a big firm in the financial district. She is energetic, 
athletic, and she has a good sense of humor.   She is always busy and 
has be really organized because she works long hours.  However, one 
day, she went to work with a hangover after a big party the night 
before and had a horrible headache.  She couldn’t concentrate.  
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John: A doctor from Boston.  He works night shifts 

and long hours.  He is honest and reliable.  He lives to work and doesn’t 
have a very good social life.  In his free time, he plays basketball with a 
group of friends from the gym.  Sometimes, during his night shift he can 
be a little bit forgetful.  
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Jessica:a psychologist from Phoenix, Arizona.  

She helps people solve their problems.  She has many loyal patients 
who come to her clinic regularly.  She loves her job, but hates the 
commute to work because she is stuck in traffic for over an hour.  She 
gets really angry while driving and has to drink a cup of mint tea before 
she starts seeing patients.   
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Peter: a taxi driver from Seattle, Washington. He 

picks people up at the international airport and takes them wherever 
they want to go. In his free time, he enjoys long walks on the beach at 
sunset and romantic dinners.  He is on many dating websites and tries 
to go on as many dates as possible in order to find “the one.” However, 
he can’t seem to meet someone who really makes him happy. In the 
meantime, he tries to have fun and explore the city.   
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Tell the class about a lost object:  
 
What did you lose? _______________________ 
 
How old were you?  I _____ _______ years old.  
 
How long was it lost for? _______________________ 
 
How did you find it? _______________________________________________________ 
 
What did you learn from the experience? 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Tell the class about a lost object:  
 
What did you lose? _______________________ 
 
How old were you?  I _____ _______ years old.  
 
How long was it lost for? _______________________ 
 
How did you find it? _______________________________________________________ 
 
What did you learn from the experience? 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Tell the class about a lost object:  
 
What did you lose? _______________________ 
 
How old were you?  I _____ _______ years old.  
 
How long was it lost for? _______________________ 
 
How did you find it? _______________________________________________________ 
 
What did you learn from the experience? 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 


